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This bill is designed to require an additional field hour if a senator is not present at a service or outreach event that he/she signed up for.

ASISU Senate Rule Book
ARTICLE II – ASISU Senator
Section 8 - Stipends Scholarships
A. All senators will submit a monthly ASISU Senator Checklist to the president’s chief of staff on the date designated on the checklist by 5:00 pm. The chief of staff will review each senator’s performance and report to the Senate in the event of a senator not fulfilling his/her duties.

   B. Penalties:

1) Stipends Scholarships for the Student Senate will be reduced by twenty ($20) dollars for each item not completed on the stipend ASISU Senator Checklist.

2) Failure to attend the Student Senate Training Retreat will result in a deduction of one hundred ($100) dollars.

3) For every service or outreach event that a senator signed up for and didn’t attend, the Senator will be required to complete one additional field hour. If the senator provides a valid written medical, religious, or other valid excuse(s) explaining the reason(s) for non-attendance twenty-four (24) hours prior to the event, or a valid medical excuse promptly after the absence, he/she may not be penalized. The senator in charge of said event will contact chief of staff on overall attendance of event. If a senator fails to complete their additional field hour(s), a twenty ($20) deduction will be made for every missed field hour.
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